CO2
LASER
CUTTERS
Mini and Maxi CO2 laser engraving and cutting machines
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ABOUT POWELL-CNC

Powell Machines is located in Croydon, South London and
distributes a range of CNC routers, digital print-to-cut
solutions, wide format UV Printers and laser cutters for
many industries.
Our primary products include:
• Woodworking and plastic CNC routers
• Woodworking machining centres
• CNC Engravers
• Sign making CNC routers
• Five axis machining centres
• Digital cutting tables
• CO2 Lasers
• UV Printerser the Mini 5 to be in
a class of its own
The Maxicam range of CNC routers is
well established across many sectors of
the UK’s manufacturing industry, including
cabinet making, furniture production,
woodworking, metal working, sign making,
solid surface machining, tooling and plastic
fabrication, architectural model makers and
engineering shops. We offer high quality
CNC machines with a huge range of options to
suit any budget or brief, from small
desktop machines up to large 5-axis
machines. This allows our customers to
machine a vast range of materials from
cards, foams, resin modeling boards,

wood and even non-ferrous metals, both
quickly and accurately. Our extensive range of
machines are available in many configurations
to suit any application and budget.
Our products are known for their high
precision, outstanding reliability, ease of
operation and simple maintenance.
Maxicam CE certified products are built to
the highest standards with parts sourced
from the leading manufacturers in machine
tool automation. Maxicam are, without
doubt, the best choice in large or small
format CNC machine tools on the market.
The Powell series of CO2 lasers have been
designed and developed to offer high
quality lasers at an affordable price. The
laser machines come in varying sizes from
the desktop 300x400mm version up to
3000x1500mm machines. CO2 laser
machines are extremely useful tools in the
Sign Making, Art & Crafts, and architectural
model making industries and have the ability
to process a wide range of different materials.

Our array of UV printers come in both, hybrid
and flatbed form, from leading manufacturer
Handtop. The machines come equipped with
either Ricoh Gen 5 or Kyocera print heads for
print speeds up to 45 sq/m min and 100 sq/m
min respectively.
We are the sole UK distributors to the
brands Maxicam Global CNC, Iecho Science
Technology, Bodor Laser and Handtop.
Maxicam Global /Excitech CNC is located in
a 200,000 sq ft purpose built manufacturing
facility in Jinan, China. The site consists of
a large manufacturing area with automated
arrival of parts to each machine, build station
for machine assembly with separate testing
stations and a brand new smaller factory with
purpose built assembly line for the smaller
Compact Series CNC engravers and desktop
machines. Combined with a new research
and development centre, four story office
building and spare part stores.
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MINI 5

Desktop CO2 laser engraving machine

Our innovative new design concept was
designed by Aeon from the ground up.
The Mini 5 emanates a striking and
professional appearance. The aim was to
make the machine relatively compact so
that it can be installed just about anywhere,
without compromising the integrity of the
machine by filling it with plastic components.
This full metal jacket is rigid enough to
withstand the abuse of continuous usage,
yet light enough to still be transported easily
from one location to the next.
Programming is a breeze with our
advanced DSP digital control system or
an optional wireless remote that puts all
of the controls right in the palm of your
hand. Enjoy multiple interface options
with either Mac OS or a Windows PC via
WiFi, Ethernet, USB or even an offline USB
Flash Drive. The onboard memory makes
it convenient to store and execute popular
jobs. Or you can take advantage of the
handy plugins to launch jobs directly from
CorelDraw, AutoCAD and Illustrator.
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Taking a peek inside, you might first notice
our featherweight laser head design, which
assists in achieving 5G of acceleration and the
extremely high engraving and cutting speeds
Aeon is known for. This unique
Clean Pack linear motion design utilizes
the drive belts themselves to enclose the
linear rails and bearing blocks so that they
are protected from smoke and debris and
can continue to operate without frequent
maintenance or repairs.
Aeon is the first in the laser industry to
offer an All-In-One solution comprised of
an integrated water cooling system, exhaust
fan and air assist pump. Couple that with
a motorized Z table for greater height
clearance, optional rotary devices,
a honeycomb table for cutting applications
and a front access door for introducing
oversized items, and you’ll quickly realize
why many consider the Mini 5 to be in
a class of its own.

Mini 5 specs

Description

Workspace

11-⅞” x 19-⅝” (300mm x 500mm)

Wattage options

40W/60W Premium CO2 glass tube

Machine weight

231 lbs. (105kg)

Engraving speed

0-1200mm/sec

Z-Axis travel

4-¾” (100mm)

Cutting thickness

0-10mm (depend on different material)

Max acceleration
speed

5G

Cooling method
laser head

Builin Air Pump

Cooling method
(CO2 glass tube)

2L Chiller

Add-ons

Auto focus sensor, WiFi, rotary device, stand,
fume extractor, wireless remote

Contact sales
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MINI 7 & 9
MAIN
FEATURES

90% Less space needed
Thanks to an all-in-one design which eliminates
the need for an ancillary water cooling system,
exhaust fan and air assist pump, the MINI series
occupies a much smaller footprint, making it
ideal for installations in confined quarters.

30% Increase in Efficiency:
High-speed linear rails help to harness the full
cutting potential that comes with having a larger
laser tube; while traversing when the laser is off
can reach speeds of up to 1500 mm/sec, resulting
in a significant reduction in cycle times.

80% Reduction in maintenance:
Utilizing the drive belts to protect the linear rails
and bearing blocks helps to eliminate 99% of
the accumulation of dust and debris, practically
eliminating any need for maintenance and
frequent cleaning that is typically required to
maintain steady operation.
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The Mini 7 and Mini 9 incorporate
all of the notable features of its
predecessor by continuing to deliver
5G of acceleration, a top scan speed
of up to 1200mm/sec, and a Clean
Pack Design to protect the entire
motion control system.

Enjoy the added safety and security
of a fully enclosed Class 1 laser,
featuring a keyed ignition along
with safety locks and deflector
walls along the edges of every access
panel.

Fire safety has been enhanced due
to a high-grade tempered glass lid
that is far more fire resistant than
typical acrylic or polycarbonate lids
found on inferior products.

The Mini 7 is equipped with
a standard fan cooled water
chiller, while the Mini 9 features
a built-in vapour compression
water chiller. Both models have
an integrated water level display,
digital temperature display, and a
convenient drain port for quick and
easy water changes.

Take your pick between the included
honeycomb table or blade table for
a professional cutting experience.

Enjoy painless transitioning between
flat and rotary engraving with a
smart, autosensing rotary port,
conveniently located on the inside
of the machine.

Upgrades to the integrated exhaust
fan and air assist pump, combine to
deliver enhanced cutting capabilities
in conjunction with the newly
designed downdraft table.
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MINI 7

Benchtop CO2 laser engraving and cutting machine

Our latest Mini 7 professional benchtop
model takes it one step further with the
added safety of a fully interlocked case and
keyed ignition, thus transforming the MIRA
into a Class 1 laser, the highest safety rating
possible. The new design preserves the best
features from the previous generation, such
as the Clean Pack Design and cutting edge
high speeds, while adding some finishing
touches, like a fire resistant tempered glass
lid, gas shocks and rubber seals.
Great emphasis was placed on improving
the cutting capabilities and the various
components required to do so. For example,
the entire work table has been overhauled
and replaced with a motorized blade table
that is fitted with a downdraft exhaust system
similar to what you would find in our MAXI
Pro Series. The exhaust fan and air assist
pump have also been upgraded to help
with improving airflow and increasing
cutting efficiency.
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Equipped with a built-in fan cooled water
chiller, the MIRA7 is ready to be fitted with
a mid power laser tube for those users that
value cutting capacity just as much as they do
engraving.
No laser cutting system would be complete
without a proper integrated fume extractor.
That is why our R&D team went ahead and
designed a 4-stage filtration system that
doubles as a base. This allows for highly
efficient filtering of smoke, odours, and
harmful gases that would otherwise cause
harm to the operator and to the environment.
This green approach also facilitates
installations in tight quarters, such as office
buildings, basements and spare bedrooms.
It’s even suitable for placement in public
spaces, such as shopping malls, classrooms
and craft fairs. The possibilities are endless.

Mini 7 specs

Description

Workspace

17-¾” x 27-½” (450mm x 700mm)

Wattage options

40W/60W/80W Premium CO2 glass tube

Machine weight

392 lbs. (178kg)

Engraving speed

0-1200mm/sec

Z-Axis travel

5-⅞” (150mm)

Max acceleration
speed

5G

Cooling method
laser head

Builin Air Pump

Cooling method
(CO2 glass tube)

3.5L Chiller

Add-ons

Auto focus sensor, WiFi, rotary device, stand,
fume extractor, wireless remote

Contact sales
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MINI 9

Benchtop CO2 laser engraving and cutting machine

The MINI lineup wouldn’t be complete without
something truly remarkable and out
of this world. The Mini 9 professional
benchtop model is the perfect solution for
a sign shop or any wide format application
where the surrounding space leading to
or inside the shop is limited. The Mini 9
was the first of the MINI family to offer a
Class 1 solution with an interlocked case
and keyed ignition for added safety.
The new design preserves the best features
from the previous generation, such as the
Clean Pack Design and cutting edge high
speeds, while adding some finishing
touches like a fire resistant, tempered
glass lid, gas shocks and rubber seals.
The Mini 9 has all the makings of a
professional laser. Rather than having to deal
with various ancillary components as are
common with lasers of this magnitude, the
built-in vapour compression water chiller,
exhaust fan and air assist pump help reduce
the footprint of this workhorse significantly.
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The motorized blade table has also been
fitted with a downdraft exhaust system
in anticipation of those who are primarily
interested in cutting applications. With half
a dozen wattage options to choose from,
the end user gets to decide how best to
use this versatile machine.
As with its smaller siblings, a 4-stage
filtration system is available to help capture
and clean the odours and fumes produced
during the lasing process. Aside from being
environmentally friendly, having a standalone filtration system helps eliminate the
hassle of having to plan and construct a
proper ventilation system in your shop. Once
you’ve seen the size of the Mini 9, you’ll quickly
understand why this cleverly designed fume
extractor also doubles as a sturdy base.

Mini 9 specs

Description

Workspace

23-5/8” x 35-3/8” (600mm x 900mm)

Wattage options

75W/90W/100W Premium CO2 glass tube

Machine weight

485 lbs. (220kg)

Engraving speed

0-1200mm/sec

Z-Axis travel

5.9” (150mm)

Max acceleration
speed

5G

Cooling method
laser head

Builin Air Pump

Cooling method
(CO2 glass tube)

3.5L Chiller

Add-ons

Auto focus sensor, WiFi, rotary device, stand,
fume extractor, wireless remote

Contact sales
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MAXI
SERIES
MAIN
FEATURES
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25% Less space needed
Thanks to an all-in-one design which eliminates
the need for an ancillary water cooling system,
exhaust fan and air assist pump, the Maxi series
occupies a much smaller footprint, making it
ideal for installations in confined quarters.

30% Increase in efficiency
High-speed linear rails help to harness the full
cutting potential that comes with having a larger
laser tube; while traversing when the laser is off
can reach speeds of up to 1500 mm/sec, resulting
in a significant reduction in cycle times.

80% Reduction in maintenance
Utilizing the drive belts to protect the linear rails
and bearing blocks helps to eliminate 99% of
the accumulation of dust and debris, practically
eliminating any need for maintenance and
frequent cleaning that is typically required to
maintain steady operation.

The Maxi series continue to
incorporate all of the notable
features of its predecessors by
continuing to deliver 1.8G of
acceleration, a top scan speed of
up to 1000 mm/sec and a Clean Pack
Design to protect the entire motion
control system.

Enjoy the added safety and security
of a fully enclosed Class 1 laser,
featuring a keyed ignition along with
safety locks and deflector walls along
the edges of every access panel.

Take your pick between the included
honeycomb table or blade table for
a professional cutting experience.
The honeycomb and blade table are
now combined on the Maxi series
for added convenience and so that
the auto focus sensor can be used
in either instance.

Less floor space is required due
to the integration of a heavy duty
exhaust fan, an air assist pump and
a vapor compression water chiller.
Everything is built right into the
machine.

Added convenience is around
every corner with features like an
integrated water level display,
digital temperature display, air
pressure gauge, and an air
pressure regulating valve.

Enjoy painless transitioning between
flat and rotary engraving with a
smart, autosensing rotary port,
conveniently located on the inside
of the machine.

Both the Nova and Vega also feature
a scrap collection drawer at the base
of the machine for those messy
cutting applications.
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MAXI SERIES

Professional CO2 laser engraving and cutting machine

The inspiration for our new Maxi Series comes
from the extraordinary all-in-one design
concept of our Mini line. Our Aeon R&D team
gave the Maxi machine body a complete
makeover with the aim to make a compact
yet professional system with enhanced
functionality. The new Maxi Series is designed
strictly in accordance to Class 1 laser
standards. It’s fully enclosed machine body,
with locking access panels and keyed ignition,
makes this professional grade laser suitable
for any business, maker space or educational
program.

Unlike every other CO2 laser of this calibre,
the Maxi series does not take up any more
space than necessary. The Maxi’s machine
body houses a built-in vapour compression
water chiller, heavy duty exhaust fan, and a
standard air assist pump. Aside from having
a reduced footprint, the Maxi series can also
be broken down into two parts so that is
can fit through tight hallways and standard
doorways. The motorized work table now
incorporates both the blade and honeycomb
table so that auto focus can be used with
either option.

The new design preserves the best features
from the previous generation, such as the
Clean Pack Design and high speed digital
steppers, while adding some finishing
touches like a built-in air pressure gauge
and an air pressure regulating valve.

The Aeon R&D team really thought of
everything and even added some smaller
perks such as an auto sensing rotary port
conveniently located on the inside of the
machine, and a scrap collection drawer at
the base of the machine for those messy
cutting applications. All that’s left to do is
plug it in and get to work.
Contact sales
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Maxi Series specs

Description

Optional

Workspace

Nova 10 – 27-½” x 39-⅜” (700mm x 1000mm)
Nova 14 – 35-⅜” x 55-⅛” (900mm x 1400mm)
Nova 16 – 39-⅜” x 63” (1000mm x 1600mm)

Wattage options

Nova 10 – 75W/
90/100 Premium CO2
glass tube (Iradion RF)

Machine weight

Nova 10 – 860 lbs. (390kg)
Nova 14 – 948 lbs. (430kg)
Nova 16 – 992 lbs. (450kg)

Total height
Clearance

10” (254mm)

Engraving speed

0-1000mm/sec

Z-Axis travel

7-⅞”” (200mm)

Max acceleration
speed

2G

Cooling method
laser head

External air pump

Cooling method
(CO2 glass tube)

5000/5200 chiller, 7L

Add-ons

Auto focus sensor, WiFi, rotary device, wireless remote

Nova 14&16 – 100W/
130W/150W Premium
CO2 glass tube
(Iradion RF)
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CO2 LASER COMPATIBLE
MATERIALS
Material type

Engrave

Cut

Material type

Engrave

Cut

Wood

X

X

Fibreglass

X

Acrylic

X

X

Painted metals

X

Fabric

X

X

Tiles

X

Glass

X

Plastic

X

X

Coated metals

X

Cork

X

X

Ceramic

X

Corian

X

X

Delrin

X

X

Anodized aluminium

X

Cloth

X

X

Stainless steel

*

Leather

X

X

Brass

*

Marble

X

Titanium

*

Matte board

X

X

Bare metals

*

Melamine

X

X

Paper

X

X

Mylar

X

X

Pressboard

X

X

Rubber

X

X

Wood veneer

X

X
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X

* CO2 Lasers will mark bare metals when coated with a metal marking solution
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Unit 15
Spitfire Business Park
1 Hawker Road, Croydon
Surrey CR0 4WD
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powell-cnc.com
sales@powellcnc.com
0845 6890294

